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Abstrat. We study opinion dynamis in a population of interating adaptive agents
voting on a set of issues represented by vetors. We onsider agents whih an lassify
issues into one of two ategories and an arrive at their opinions using an adaptive
algorithm. Adaptation omes from learning and the information for the learning
proess omes from interating with other neighboring agents and trying to hange
the internal state in order to onur with their opinions. The hange in the internal
state is driven by the information ontained in the issue and in the opinion of the other
agent. We present results in a simple yet rih ontext where eah agent uses a Boolean
Pereptron to state its opinion. If the update ours with asynhronously exhanged
information among pairs of agents, then the typial ase, if the number of issues is kept
small, is the evolution into a soiety thorn by the emergene of fations with extreme
opposite beliefs. This ours even when seeking onsensus with agents with opposite
opinions. If the number of issues is large, the dynamis beomes trapped, the soiety
does not evolve into fations and a distribution of moderate opinions is observed. The
synhronous ase is tehnially simpler and is studied by formulating the problem in
terms of dierential equations that desribe the evolution of order parameters that
measure the onsensus between pairs of agents. We show that for a large number of
issues and unidiretional information ow, global onsensus is a xed point, however,
the approah to this onsensus is glassy for large soieties.
PACS numbers: 89.65.-s,89.75.-k,84.35.+i
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1. Introdution
The ability of sustaining disagreement is a vital feature of a deliberative demoray
[1℄. Experiments show that humans seek onformity to the opinions of those they
interat (see [2℄ and referenes therein) and observational studies of eletions show that
disagreement is often sustained within lose ommuniation networks of individuals [3℄.
Despite strong miro-onformity eets, demorati soieties tend to sustain long term
opinion diversity, generating a miro-onformity versus disagreement puzzle.
The reent literature on opinion dynamis has mainly foused on mehanisms for
attaining onsensus. Several attempts to model if onsensus will emerge in a model
soiety have been proposed [4, 5℄. Disrete models, like the Voter [6, 7℄ or Sznajd's [8℄
models always lead to onsensus, at least in the long run and, in that sense, are
not good hoies to desribe disagreement. Soial Impat models [9, 10℄ allow for the
survival of diverse opinions, given a proper hoie of parameters. While still desribing
opinions about only one issue, in the Continuous Opinions and Disrete Ations model
(CODA) [11℄, onsensus is only obtained at the loal level, with the survival of divergent
extreme opinions in the soiety as a whole. This is ahieved by distinguishing between
the agent internal probabilisti ontinuous opinion variable, and what other agents
observe, a disrete ation. The internal probability is updated by Bayesian rules and
results from a history of previous interations between agents.
One important way in whih the real world is dierent from these models is that real
people debate several issues simultaneously. In the Axelrod Culture Model (ACM) [12℄,
a set of issues (ulture) is represented by a vetor of opinions. Agents inuene their
neighbors on a lattie if there is agreement on a minimum number of issues. The ACM
has two absorbing states, one orresponding to omplete onsensus and other to global
disagreement, and a non-equilibrium phase transition is observed having the degree of
initial heterogeneity as a ontrol parameter [13℄. A modiation of the ACM proposed
in [1℄ is apable of sustaining a ertain level of loal disagreement by introduing an
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auto-regressive inuene, with agents keeping trak of eah interation and only being
inuened if there is suient evidene supporting the opinion being ommuniated.
Here, we propose to study patterns of disagreement in a population of agents that
adapt their internal representations to opinions on a set of issues observed in a soial
neighborhood. Eah agent has its own adaptive deision mehanism. In partiular we
onsider eah agent endowed of a neural network and a learning algorithm, whih is
used to deide on publi issues. The theoretial senario we have put forward is not
limited by the nature of the information proessing units under onsideration, nor by
the underlying geometry of the graph of soial interations. We ould well study the
interation of probabilisti units suh as, for example, hidden markov models or of
deterministi neural networks. With the aim of advaning beyond general propositions
and making sharp statements, it is natural to limit its sope by onsidering spei
arhitetures. Therefore, in this paper we limit ourselves to model eah agent as a Simple
Boolean Pereptron [14℄ (an alternative involving Hopeld networks has been proposed
in [15℄), a suiently simple mahine whih aords, on one hand, the obtention of both
analytial and numerial results. On the other hand it is omplex to the point of rih
and interesting behavior.
Another important oneptual hange with respet to other models is that issues are
represented by vetors. This allows to enompass omplex issues that annot be
pinpointed by a single number but maybe by a set of numbers, eah quantifying a
single feature. An issue, in this paper, is a point in a N dimensional spae. Atually
we nd it more diult to defend the modeling of an issue by a single number than
by a set. Consider real issues, e.g. loop gravity or strings, government ontrol over
the stok market, pregnany termination rights, et. Can they be represented by a
single number eah? More likely dierent aspets, suh as politial, ultural, religious,
historial, ethial, eonomi, et. should be taken into aount while modeling any of
them. We however do not laim that an model suh omplex issues by vetors, but
rather make the laim that they ertainly annot be modeled by a single number. A
vetor is the next natural step. We also should notie that sine agents debate more
than an issue at a time, our model an be regarded as one of ultural dynamis, akin
to the ACM. Our model is, however, distint from ACM in at least one very important
way, namely, revealed opinions on diverse issues are the result of the appliation of
agent's hidden lassiation rule that is modied upon soial interations, hanging or
reinforing these opinions.
In general terms we nd that onsensus is rarely attained even if agreement is strongly
favored in eah interation, that disagreement is sustained loally in a probabilisti
sense and when agents vote on several issues simultaneously. In the less interesting ase
of synhronous dynamis we nd that disagreement is the norm, with onsensus only
emerging in some partiular regimes.
This paper is organized as follows. The next setion provides a general presentation
of the model we propose. In Setion 3 we analyze three simple senarios on a soial
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graph dened by a one dimensional lattie with periodi boundary onditions (ring).
We present our onlusions in Setion 4.
2. Opinion Dynamis in a Network of Pereptrons
The model onsists of K interating agents. The interation is dened by the fat that
every agent an adapt its opinion formation unit by learning from the opinion of other
agents. We now desribe how an agent reahes its opinion on a given issue using its
partiular neural network.
Pereptrons are usually studied within senarios that inlude learning a rule from a
given data set (supervised learning) or extrating features from a given set of inputs
(unsupervised learning) [14℄. A mutual learning senario, where Pereptrons try to
learn from eah other, was rst studied in [17℄. We here extend this work to the ontext
of opinion dynamis. Our main idea is that onformity related information proessing
may be modeled by adaptive agents trying to predit their soial neighbor opinion σ on
a (multidimensional) publi issue x drawn from a set X of P issues. A model of this
sort simultaneously allows for a number of features that are absent or only partially
present in models urrently desribed in the literature, to say, it allows for a dihotomy
between internal representations (or beliefs) and revealed opinions, for the introdution
of memory eets, for the denition of agreement in a probabilisti sense and for the
attribution of intensities to beliefs.
The Simple Boolean Pereptron [14℄ is dened by a binary funtion σ[x; J] = sgn [J · x]
that lassies input vetors x ∈ RN by dividing the spae into two subspaes, i.e. for
or against, labeled {±1}, with the dividing hyperplane speied by its normal vetor
J ∈ RN (internal representation) as depited in Figure 1, to the left. Within the ontext
of opinion dynamis, every agent is represented by a vetor J that is not aessible
to the other agents. Given a diretion in the spae of issues, the sign of the overlap
between this and the internal representation determines whether the agent is favorable
or ontrary to that issue and the size of this overlap determines how strongly the agent
believes in her judgment.
A Simple Pereptron is apable of learning an unknown rule by proessing a training
data set D = {(xµ, Sµ)}Pµ=1, with Sµ ∈ {±1}, ontaining P examples (xµ, Sµ) of
lassiation by the unknown rule (training pairs). The learning proess, however,
only onverges to the orret lassiation funtion if the unknown rule is linearly
separable. The training pairs an be thought as being generated by another neural
network (teaher) or by natural phenomena being observed. The learning dynamis
onsists in adjusting the internal representation vetor J by minimizing an error potential
V [J;D] = ∑µ Vµ[J; (xµ, Sµ)], that ompares the lassiation rule implemented by J
with the data set D. This error potential denes a learning algorithm and must be
hosen as robustness and optimality riteria are onsidered. To give an example, for a
Boolean Pereptron this potential an be simply dened as an error ounting funtion
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Vµ[J; (x
µ, Sµ)] = Θ[−Sµ(J · xµ)], where Θ[x] = 1 if x ≥ 0, and 0 otherwise, is the
Heaviside step funtion. In the bath mode the Pereptron extrats the rule from the
entire data set at one, in the on-line mode the Pereptron is presented to one data point
at a time. The on-line dynamis we study belongs to the salar modulated hebbian
algorithms, given by [16℄ :
J (n+ 1) = J (n)− 1
N
∇
J
Vµ. (1)
By dening ∇
J
Vµ = −WµxµSµ, a modulation funtionWµ, that regulates the intensity
of eah modiation to the internal representation vetor, and a hebbian term x
µSµ,
that provides the diretion for this vetor orretions, are introdued [14℄. The sale
1/N
is hosen suh that sensible marosopi behavior is produed in the thermodynami
limit when x
µ · xµ = O(N).
J
x σ
Figure 1. (Left) Pereptron hyperplane and learning. A Pereptron lassies vetors
(x1 and x2) in spae by dening hyperplanes (thik dashed lines) normal to the
internal representation vetors. In the gure two Pereptrons (Ja and Jb) are shown,
vetors with positive (negative) overlaps are lassied as +1 (−1). In the shaded area
Pereptron lassiations disagree. Vetors ∆Ja1 and ∆Ja2 represent modiations
of vetor Ja upon the observation that agent b agrees on lassifying x1 as +1 but
disagrees on the lassiation of x2. Modifying vetors are, respetively, parallel and
anti-parallel to the vetors being lassied with lengths proportional to the learning
rate η times the modulation funtionWδ. (Right) Pereptrons on a ring. The senario
we study plaes agents on a digraph of soial inuenes, suh that a is inuened by
b if b is a parent of a. In the gure eah agent is represented by a Pereptron (blak
irle) that aquires information on a publi issue x, lassies it following an internal
representation vetor J and reveals an opinion σ. Inuene an be unidiretional or
bidiretional, synhronous or asynhronous.
Despite its simpliity, Pereptron learning senarios present a vast rihness of dierent
behaviors, whih is derived in part from the interesting properties of the modulation
funtion W. For the supervised learning senario, the modulation funtion has
been studied exhaustively. One an determine using a variational method an
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optimal modulation funtion W∗, in the sense that leads to the maximal derease of
generalization error [18℄ per example. A more fundamental approah in [19℄ permitted
identifying W∗ as a maximum entropy approximation to on-line Bayesian learning.
Evolutionary programming studies [20, 21℄ showed that, under evolutionary dynamis,
learning algorithms evolved to essentially the optimal algorithms. During evolution a
sequene of dynamial phase transitions signaled the disovery of strutures that lead
to eient learning. Interestingly the time order of the appearane of these strutures
was stable and robust, ourring in the same order whenever evolution was suessful
in obtaining eient learning algorithms. This orroborated analytial work about
temporal ordering in [22℄.
Within the lass of learning algorithms desribed by Equation 1, the stati learning
algorithms, whih do not inorporate any annealing shedule, an be desribed as
learning by the inorporation of two basi ingredients. These are orrelation and error
orretion. The pure Hebbian algorithm (W = 1) is the lassi algorithm where learning
is driven by inorporating orrelations between input and output. The Pereptron
algorithm (W = 1 if the output is in error and 0 if not) is the prime example of
learning by orretion of errors. There is a vast literature ontrasting learning by error
orretion to learning by inorporating orrelations in psyhology [23℄. In this paper we
onsider learning algorithms whih are mixtures of these two strategies, in the ontext
we now desribe.
We here suppose soial interations to be stable and represented by a direted graph G
with adaptive agents, represented by Pereptrons, in verties a ∈ V (G) (see Figure 1, to
the right). As agent a interats, it is inuened by information that ows from parent b
to hild a of the ar (b, a) ∈ E(G) (set of ars of G). This inuene takes plae as agent
a learns on line the opinion of b, σb(n), on the publi issue at step n, x
µ(n)
:
Ja (n+ 1) = Ja (n) +
1
N
ηWδ [ha(n)σb(n)]xµ(n)σb(n), (2)
where η is the learning rate and ha(n) = Ja (n) · xµ is a eld that represents the degree
of belief on the urrent opinion σa(n) = sign [ha(n)] in a manner akin to the CODA
model [11℄. Notie that in this senario a training pair (xµ(n), σb(n)) is omposed by the
publi issue being disussed and by the opinion of agent b on this issue. Training pairs are
provided at eah soial interation with σb(n) playing the role of the lassiation label
Sµ dened in the general supervised learning senario desribed above. We onsider that
at eah time step n one issue µ(n) is hosen for debate from the quenhed set of P issues
X = {xµ}Pµ=1. Information on revealed opinions an then ow through the ars of the
graph either synhronously, with all agents aessing neighbor opinions simultaneously,
or asynhronously.
We assume that agents modulate learning aording to their agreement, ha(n)σb(n) > 0,
(or disagreement) before internal representations are modied. The modulation funtion
is thus a mixture of orrelation seeking and error-orretion dened as
Wδ[haσb] = 1− (1− δ)Θ [haσb] , (3)
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where δ represents how an agent a weights agreement with its neighbor b in relation to
disagreement and Θ[x] is the Heaviside step funtion.
In the following setion we study three simple senarios on a soial struture dened by
a one-dimensional lattie with periodi boundary onditions (a ring), to say: 1. A single
publi issue with asynhronous bidiretional information ow; 2. P simultaneous publi
issues with asynhronous and bidiretional information ow; 3. P → ∞ simultaneous
issues with synhronous and unidiretional information ow.
3. Patterns of Disagreement on a Ring
3.1. Single issue with asynhronous dynamis
We start by analyzing the ase in whih K agents inuene eah other asynhronously
on a single issue represented by a random vetor x with omponents drawn i.i.d. from
a standard normal distribution suh that x · x = O(N). At eah time step one ar
(b, a) is randomly hosen and agent a is inuened by agent b. As the issue vetor is
quenhed we an use Equation 3 to rewrite Equation 2 as the following (deterministi)
one-dimensional map:
ha (n+ 1) = ha (n) +
1
2
η {δ [σb(n) + σa(n)] + [σb(n)− σa(n)]} (4)
This map is straightforward to simulate in any soial graph G, however, in this paper
we will always assume that the soial graph is a ring. For δ = 1 agents are in a
purely orrelation seeking mode and we reover the CODA model [11℄. For δ > 0
the equilibrium state is omposed by domains (or extremist fations) where elds are
reinfored by agreement and interfaes that undergo a random walk resulting (for the
one dimensional ring) in a three peaked distribution p(h) with a peak in h = 0 produed
by the interfaes and two peaks drifting away symmetrially as h(n) ∼ nηδ. In Figure 2,
to the left, we show an average over ve eld distributions obtained from the simulation
of N = 200, K = 100 system for δ = 0.1 and δ = 1, with η = 1 in both ases. Initial
internal representation vetors are hosen to be random with J · J = 1. In order to keep
results omparable among systems of dierent size K, t is measured in MC steps dened
as t = n/K. Distributions are normalized by maximum values and multiplied by the
olletive opinion given by the sign of M =
∑K
a=1 σa, to avoid artiially symmetrizing
the result upon averaging.
In the ase δ = 0 agents are purely error-orreting and the system is driven towards
onsensus by oarsening (for a soial struture in one dimension) with domains growing
with
√
t, akin to Voter dynamis [24℄. In Figure 2, to the right, we show the simulated
evolution (average over 5 runs) in time of the density of ative interfaes dened as
na = (1 − 〈σaσb〉)/2, with (b, a) ∈ E(G), for δ = 0, δ = 0.1 and δ = 1 (CODA model).
For δ > 0 the system is still driven to order by oarsening, however, the dynamis
beomes glassy due to mutual reinforing inside fations, leading to na(t→∞) > 0 and
asymptotially frozen domains.
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Figure 2. Figures represent ve simulation runs of an asynhronous dynamis for
N = 200 and K = 100 and random initial internal representation vetors with
J·J = 1. (Left) Distribution of elds. Fields are multiplied by the olletive opinion and
normalized by the maximum values. The emergene of extremist fations separated
by interfaes, where elds utuate around h = 0, is revealed by a three peaked
distribution. (Right) Dynamis of the density of ative interfaes. For δ = 0 the
system relaxes to onsensus by oarsening, akin to the 1D Voter model, that is also
shown. The dotted line indiates an slope t−1/2 expeted in a oarsening proess with
non-onserved order parameter. For δ > 0 the dynamis slows down as elds are
mutually reinfored by the neighbors inside a fation.
3.2. Set of P issues with asynhronous dynamis
In the seond senario we analyze, a (quenhed) set X = {xµ}Pµ=1 of vetors, with
omponents sampled i.i.d. from a standard normal distribution, represents publi issues
to be debated. At eah time step n one issue xµ(n) ∈ X and one ar (b, a) are randomly
hosen. Agent a, then, tries to learn on-line agent b internal representation Jb employing
the learning dynamis desribed by Equation 2.
The restrited quenhed set of issues leads to a dynamis that is not trivially amenable
to analytial treatment. In order to get some insight we have, therefore, relied on a
number of simulations on a 1D ring. The general behavior that emerges an be seen
on Figure 3 (Left) that shows, for P = 1, 4, 40 and 1000, the distribution of elds
multiplied by the olletive opinion for a single run with N = 100, K = 104, δ = 0.01
and η = 1. The averages are taken at time t = 106 MC steps measured as t = n/K. If
agents are orrelation seekers in some measure (δ > 0), identiable extremist fations
emerge for a number P of simultaneous issues that is not too large. However, as P
inreases, extremism via eld reinforement inside a fation weakens. Given that the
set of issues is produed randomly and that P ≪ N , the probability that two agents will
disagree on a given issue is well dened by P {a disagrees with b} = 1
pi
arccos [ρab], where
ρab =
Ja·Jb
Ja Jb
is the overlap between a and b; Ja and Jb being vetor norms. In Figure 3,
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Figure 3. Figures show the results of a single run of simulations of asynhronous
dynamis with P = 1, 4, 40 and 1000, N = 100, K = 104, η = 1 and δ = 0.01.
Measurements are taken for t = 106 MC steps measured as t = n/K. (Left)
Distribution of elds with number of issues. The histograms show the distribution
of belief elds (ha). Distributions are normalized by maximum values and multiplied
by the olletive opinion, given by the sign of M =
∑K
a=1 σa, to avoid artiially
symmetrizing the result upon averaging. As P inreases the dynamis slows down
and opinions beome less extreme inside fations. (Right) Distribution of overlaps
with number of issues. Opinions beome more diverse as P inreases. For P = 1000
the distribution orresponds to what is expeted to be seen in the ase of K random
vetors.
to the right, we show histograms for overlaps under the same onditions desribed in
the left panel of the same gure. For P not too large agents either agree or disagree
with ertainty, what produes strong mutual reinforement eets within a fation. As P
inreases internal representations diversify and the probability of disagreement inreases
reduing extremist trends. For P very large no onvergene of opinions is observed and
the distribution of overlaps is the same expeted for random vetors with Ndimensions
(i.e. a dispersion that is O (1/√N) is observed).
No phase transition with P as ontrol parameter takes plae though. Instead, the
dynamis slows down ontinuously with
1/
√
P . A simple argument shows that it is so.
Inside a fation two agents agree in most of the issues, whih implies a positive overlap
with neighbors, as depited in Figure 4, to the left. As agent a is inuened by agent
b, it orrets its internal representation following the learning dynamis of Equation 2,
whih implies that Ja is orreted by
1
N
ησbx
µ(n)
, to say, by a vetor that is parallel or
anti-parallel to the issue depending on the opinion of agent b being σb = 1 or σb = −1,
respetively. The overlap hanges by the average displaement due to the omponents
of
1
N
ησbx
µ(n)
orthogonal to the diretion dened by the internal representation Ja.
Considering that the dimensionality of the issue spae N is very large (N → ∞ in
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Figure 4. (Left)Mutual learning representation. Inside a fation overlaps are positive
and orretions to the internal representation Ja due to learning are parallel or anti-
parallel to issues depending on the opinion of agent b (represented by Jb). In the gure
the shaded area indiates the half-spae where σb = −1. Overlaps between agents only
hange during learning due to issue omponents that are orthogonal to the internal
representation being inuened. The hyperplane orthogonal to Ja is represented by
a thin dashed line in the gure. In the thermodynami limit N → ∞ the average
displaement due to a sequene of P random issues sales with 1/
√
P . Asynhronous
dynamis. (Right) Average overlap to the mean issue as a funtion of the number
of issues. Five simulations (irles) with N = 400, K = 100, η = 1 and δ = 1 are
ompared to the theoretial predition for the saling with the number of issues P .
Opinions beome more diverse as the number of simultaneous issues being debated
inreases.
the thermodynami limit), the P random issues an be onsidered to be orthogonal to
order
1/
√
N. The average displaement due to a sequene of random issues, therefore,
sales with
1/
√
P .
The olletive result of the mutual learning of opinions is the alignment inside a fation of
internal representations to a diretion dened by the average issue x = 1
P
∑P
µ=1 x
µ
. The
typial alignment of agent a internal representation and the average issue is ρax =
Ja·x
Jax
,
with the mutual learning dynamis being symmetrial in respet to the hyperplane
dened by the average issue. This alignment as a funtion of P an be estimated as
follows. The norm of the internal representation grows as Ja ∼
√
n
N
and the norm of
the average issue sales as x ∼
√
N
P
. On the other hand, the saling of the overlap Ja ·x
is estimated as
Ja ·
(
1
P
∑
µ
x
µ
)
=
1
N
n∑
j=1
ησb(j)x
µ(j) ·
(
1
P
∑
µ
x
µ
)
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=
1
NP
n∑
j=1
ησb(j)
(
x
µ(j) ·
∑
µ
x
µ
)
∼ 1
P
n∑
j=1
σb(j)
∼
√
n
P
(5)
Putting everything together we an nally see that ρax ∼ 1√P . In the right panel of
Figure 4, we plot the result of ve simulations for |ρax| averaged over the verties, where
we have dropped the sign to deal with the learning dynamis symmetry that allows for
two fations with ±ρax. In the same gure we also plot a urve ∼ 1√P for omparison.
Tough not preise, the general agreement is reasonable onsidering that we have ignored
non-trivial orrelations and nite size eets in the argument above.
Following along the same line as above it is also interesting to notie that the dispersion
of elds ha(n) = Ja · xµ(n) depited in Figure 3, to the left, sale as σh ∼
√
n
P
. It is,
therefore, possible to resale the dispersion of elds by redening time as nP =
n
P
. Both
the mean eld and the mean overlap, however, still deay with
1√
P
.
Considering that time is not resaled with the number of issues, namely, that the time
allowed for disussion is not a funtion of the number of issues being disussed we expet
that, inside a fation, agent beliefs beome less extreme. The general message is also
independent of the exat deay of |ρax|. As the number of issues being simultaneously
debated inreases, we expet that inside a fation agent beliefs beome not only less
extreme but also more diverse.
3.3. Synhronous dynamis with random issues
In the third senario we propose the soial graph is again a one dimensional lattie with
ars of the form E(G) = {(a, a + 1(mod K)), a = 1, ..., K} and information ows uni
diretionally between nodes with internal representations being updated at one in the
whole graph as publi random issues are presented. In this ase, at least in priniple,
semi-analytial solutions are available for P nite along the lines of [25℄. For P →∞ the
senario is amenable to semi-analytial treatment by a diret adaptation of [14, 16, 17℄
that we summarize in this setion.
The tehnique relies upon the assumption that the marosopi properties of the system,
dened by the overlaps Rab = Ja · Jb, are self-averaging in the thermodynami limit
(N →∞) [26℄ and an integration over the distribution of P →∞ random issues yields
a system of deterministi dierential equations. By supposing that at eah time step
n an issue xn is produed with omponents sampled i.i.d. from a standard normal
distribution we an write from Equation 2 dierene equations for the overlaps. By
saling time as α = n
N
and averaging over the issues we an write a system of
1
2
(K2 +K)
dierential equations whose integrals should desribe the marosopi evolution of the
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system, given that the self-averaging property holds. Clearly, the same proedure an
be implemented to desribe synhronous dynamis on arbitrary graphs G. On a ring
with unidiretional information ow the rst
1
2
K(K − 1) equations desribing internal
representation overlaps are given by:
dRab
dα
=
η
2
(δ + 1) [〈haσb+1〉+ 〈hbσa+1〉] + η
2
(δ − 1) [〈hbσa〉+ 〈haσb〉]
+
η2
4
(δ − 1)2 〈σaσb〉+ η
2
4
(δ + 1)2 〈σa+1σb+1〉
+
η2
4
(δ + 1) (δ − 1) [〈σaσb+1〉+ 〈σbσa+1〉] , (6)
where 〈...〉 denotes averages over the distribution of issues x that, for our hoie, an be
alulated analytially to give
〈σaσb〉 = 1− 2
pi
arccos
(
Rab
Ja Jb
)
〈haσb〉 =
√
2
pi
Rab
Jb
, (7)
with Ja =
√
Ja · Ja . The remaining K equations desribe the evolution of the norms of
internal representations, yielding
dJa
dα
=
η√
2pi
(δ − 1) + η
2
2Ja
δ2 +
η√
2pi
(δ + 1)
2
[
R(a−1)a
Ja−1 Ja
+
Ra(a+1)
Ja Ja+1
]
− η
2
4piJa
(
δ2 − 1) [arccos(R(a−1)a
Ja−1 Ja
)
+ arccos
(
Ra(a+1)
Ja Ja+1
)]
(8)
when the averages in Equation 7 are appropriately replaed.
Along the lines of [17℄, the xed point of Equation 8 an be found for the ase of agents
that are pure error-orretors (δ = 0). By observing that in this ase a synhronous
dynamis preserves the enter of mass Jcm =
1
K
∑K
a=1 Ja and by supposing a symmetri
evolution, with R = Rab and J = Ja for all a and b, we an rewrite Equation 8 as
dJ
dα
= − η√
2pi
+
η√
2pi
R
J2
+
η2
2piJ
arccos
(
R
J2
)
(9)
whih has a xed point given by
η
Jcm
=
√
2pi
arccos (ρ)
1− ρ√
1 + (K − 1) ρ, (10)
where ρ = R/J2. In the left panel of Figure 5, we show the average overlap as a
funtion of the normalized learning rate
η/Jcm. Ten simulations (symbols) with N = 100,
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K = 100 (irles) and K = 1000 (squares) at α = 200 are shown and ompared to xed
points predited by Equation 10. Interesting features of the synhronous ase are that
onsensus of error-orreting agents is fostered by slow learning (η → 0), what is also
observed in [27℄, and that a system of adaptive agents under this ondition tend towards
a random distribution of opinions (ρ→ 0) as the system grows larger.
0 1 2 3 4−0.2
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0.2
0.4
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Figure 5. Synhronous Dynamis. (Left) Average overlap versus learning rate for
error-orretors (δ = 0). Symbols show overlaps averaged over ars (a, b) ∈ E(G) in
ten simulations with N = 100, K = 100 (irles) and K = 1000 (squares) at α = 200.
Lines represent the xed points given by Equation 10. Consensus is favored by small
learning rates (η → 0). (Right) Average overlap versus system size for orrelation
seekers (δ = 1). Top: Averages are over verties and 10 simulation runs with N = 100,
η = 1, δ = 1 at, from bottom up, α = 100 (blak) and α = 1000(red). The dashed
line indiates the slope of K−1. Bottom: Numerial integration of Equations 6 and 8
ompared to simulations at α = 100. Consensus is attained even for P → ∞, given
that the system size is not too large. For largeK the asymptoti average overlap sales
as 〈ρ〉 ∼ 1/K.
For δ > 0 internal representations are onstantly reinfored by onrmation inside a
fation and no xed point an be found for Equation 8. To simplify the analysis we
assume the extreme ase of agents that are pure orrelation seekers δ = 1. Introduing
λa = η/Ja and ρab = Rab/JaJb and onsidering the limit of long times (λa small) leads to:
dρab
dα
≈
√
2
pi
λa
(
ρ(a+1)b − ρabρa(a+1)
)
+
√
2
pi
λb
(
ρa(b+1) − ρabρb(b+1)
)
(11)
and
dλa
dα
≈ −
√
2
pi
λ2aρa(a+1). (12)
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These equations imply that the state of onsensus (ρab = 1 for all a and b) is always a
xed point, however, the dynamis slows down with λa as the system drifts towards the
xed point dened by an arbitrary distribution of overlaps and λa = 0.
In Figure 5, to the top right, we show the average overlaps (over verties and over ten
runs) as a funtion of the system size K for simulations with N = 100, η = 1, δ = 1 at,
from bottom up, α = 100 and α = 1000. In Figure 5, to the bottom right, we show a
omparison between the result of simulations at α = 100 and the numerial solution for
Equations 6 and 8. In ontrast with the asynhronous ase, if the update is synhronous
onsensus an be attained even for P → ∞, given that the system size K is not too
large. For large K the asymptoti average overlap deays as 〈ρ〉 ∼ 1/K (dashed line to
the top right of Figure 5).
4. Conlusions
A entral puzzle in the study of information proessing in soial systems is the
persistene of disagreement in a system omposed by onsensus seekers. This puzzle
an be solved by onsidering a dihotomy between internal representations and revealed
opinions, as the introdution of memory eets may allow for ompetition between a
loal trend toward uniform opinions and long range heterogeneity. On top of that, in
the model for opinion dynamis with learning we have introdued, agreement an be
attained in one issue while disagreement persists in other issues.
In the model we have proposed agents lassify any issue presented to disussion by using
a single internal representation J whih implies the strong presupposition that agents
are always onsistent when issuing opinions. It seems more realisti also onsidering
ases with multiple internal representations or with noisy deision proesses allowing
for inonsistent judgments. Suh diretions, however, still have unlear onsequenes
and might be pursued in further work.
We have shown that some simple instanes of the model are amenable to analytial
treatment with a number of nontrivial phenomena emerging. For a single issue with
asynhronous update of information and a one dimensional soial struture, we observe
behavior akin to the Voter model as long as agents are pure error-orretors (δ = 0),
with full onsensus being reahed by a oarsening proess. When agents are also
orrelation seekers (δ 6= 0), extremist fations with opposite opinions survive due to
the mutual reinforement of onrmed beliefs. That is, extreme disagreement beomes
a harateristi of the system, even in the long run. The survival of disagreement,
however, omes in this ase at the ost of the appearane of extremist agents.
By introduing a number of issues to be simultaneously debated, we observe that the
tendeny towards extremism weakens. This seems to suggest that a riher ultural
setting, where the agents debate a larger number of dierent subjets is less likely to
develop extremists than a setting where very few issues (or highly orrelated issues)
are debated. As the number of issues grows larger, internal representations onverge
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to distributions that are indistinguishable from random vetors in a spae of equal
dimensionality. Disagreement also survives in this ase, but with the tendeny to
extremism tamed.
We also have investigated semi-analytially the ase of synhronous information update
with a very large number of simultaneous issues. A dynamis distint from the
asynhronous ase is observed, with onsensus being fostered either by slowing down
the adaptation proess, when agents are error-orretors, or by allowing agents to be
orrelation seekers, given that the system is not too large.
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